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How adult learners can draw upon skills and knowledge honed over a lifetime to master a
foreign language.Adults who want to learn a foreign language are often discouraged because
they believe they cannot acquire a language as easily as children. Once they begin to learn a
language, adults may be further discouraged when they find the methods used to teach children
don't seem to work for them. What is an adult language learner to do? In this book, Richard
Roberts and Roger Kreuz draw on insights from psychology and cognitive science to show that
adults can master a foreign language if they bring to bear the skills and knowledge they have
honed over a lifetime. Adults shouldn't try to learn as children do; they should learn like
adults.Roberts and Kreuz report evidence that adults can learn new languages even more easily
than children. Children appear to have only two advantages over adults in learning a language:
they acquire a native accent more easily, and they do not suffer from self-defeating anxiety about
learning a language. Adults, on the other hand, have the greater advantages—gained from
experience—of an understanding of their own mental processes and knowing how to use
language to do things. Adults have an especially advantageous grasp of pragmatics, the social
use of language, and Roberts and Kreuz show how to leverage this metalinguistic ability in
learning a new language.Learning a language takes effort. But if adult learners apply the tools
acquired over a lifetime, it can be enjoyable and rewarding.

''There are many books about language learning in general, but it's great to finally see this
scientifically sound account of second language acquisition. I was constantly nodding my head
at things that I know to be true as an experienced language learner and coach to language
learners, explained in a no-nonsense way drawing on many valid sources. Recommended for
people who want to know the facts about adult foreign language acquisition.'' --(Benny Lewis,
international best-selling author of Fluent in 3 Months)''Becoming Fluent is written by cognitive
psychologists who lucidly demonstrate how adults can successfully learn a foreign language by
utilizing strategies based on reliable cognitive science and educational psychology research.
The reader will understand how and why he or she can master a new language an insight
unrealized in previous texts.'' --(Timothy Jay, Professor of Psychology, Massachusetts College of
Liberal Arts, and author of The Psychology of Language and Why We Curse)''This is a one-of-a-
kind book that will give adult language learners the confidence they need to start or continue
studying a foreign language. Engagingly written chapters draw on the authors' personal
experiences and findings from cognitive science to illustrate why language learners experience
problems and explain what they can do to overcome them.'' --(Susan R. Fussell, Professor,
Department of Communication and Department of Information Science, Cornell University, and
editor of The Verbal Communication of Emotions) --This text refers to the audioCD edition.About



the AuthorRichard Roberts, currently a Foreign Service Officer in the US Department of State,
taught psychology in Europe and Asia with the University of Maryland University College.Roger
Kreuz is Professor of Psychology and Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Memphis.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.ReviewThere are many books
about language learning in general, but it's great to finally see this scientifically sound account of
second language acquisition. I was constantly nodding my head at things that I know to be true
as an experienced language learner and coach to language learners, explained in a no-
nonsense way drawing on many valid sources. Recommended for people who want to know the
facts about adult foreign language acquisition.―Benny Lewis, international best-selling author of
Fluent in 3 Months (Endorsement)Becoming Fluent is written by cognitive psychologists who
lucidly demonstrate how adults can successfully learn a foreign language by utilizing strategies
based on reliable cognitive science and educational psychology research. The reader will
understand how and why he or she can master a new language―an insight unrealized in
previous texts.―Timothy Jay, Professor of Psychology, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts,
and author of The Psychology of Language and Why We Curse (Endorsement)This is a one-of-
a-kind book that will give adult language learners the confidence they need to start or continue
studying a foreign language. Engagingly written chapters draw on the authors' personal
experiences and findings from cognitive science to illustrate why language learners experience
problems and explain what they can do to overcome them.―Susan R. Fussell, Professor,
Department of Communication and Department of Information Science, Cornell University, and
editor of The Verbal Communication of Emotions (Endorsement) --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Dennis, “Language learning advice for adults. This fascinating book sits at the intersection of
linguistics and cognitive science, but it might not be for everyone.The authors provide a lot of
commentary on the language-learning experience, often with their own personal anecdotes. The
book provides a lot of different angles to view the question of "fluency" from, though it isn't
organized with any particular narrative.If you've read something like 
  
Fluent in 3 Months: How Anyone at Any Age Can Learn to Speak Any Language from Anywhere
in the World

  
  
     for the language-learning, and you've read 
  
You Are Not So Smart: Why You Have Too Many Friends on Facebook, Why Your Memory Is
Mostly Fiction, an d 46 Other Ways You're Deluding Yourself

  
  
to help you better understand your own humanity, this book fills in a gap between the two that
can provide a lot of support and understanding of the depth of learning a language, the kind you
don't get from a yellow box purchased on late-night TV. This book covers things like overcoming
the Confirmation Bias, leveraging your adult brain to learn language more efficiently than kids
do, and accepting that maybe keeping your foreign accent is better than going native.”

Booklover, “A very informative and positive read. I have implemented many of the techniques



and devices suggest Ed by the authors in my daily German studies, they work1”

mykl-s, “More than just language learning. This book is about more than language learning, even
though that is its main theme and why I bought it. I learned much about how the mind works, how
we remember, how adults learn in different ways than children do. It is an upbeat book, with
helpful advice and examples from the two author's own language learning experiences.”

Aguero, “Good introduction to memory research. A specific guide this is not however, for a
general review of classic memory/language research that could be applied to novel language
learning. In my opinion a future edition would do best to shorten or reduce some of the research
from more basic linguistics given their tendency to be a bit technical and not always applicable
to know learning in any obvious way”

John C. Kastning, “Here's a short book chock full of tips for adult .... Here's a short book chock
full of tips for adult language learners -- just enough theory that you understand it, and each
chapter is stuffed with insights to succeed. As I read it, I was nodding about strategies that
worked in the past, and highlighting tips for aspects that frustrated me. Biggest tip: it's easier to
re-learn old material than start from scratch.”

David Morris, “Great Insights. I found this book really easy to read and informative. It helped me
understand many of the issues I have faced as an adult language learner. Learning about how
memory works and how to capitalise on personal strengths and learning preferences will really
give me a way forward as I continue my journey. Happy to recommend this book.”

V. A. Schulz, “Great book with fantastic tips - that are applicable to more than language learning.
I loved this book! As a lifetime language learner, I found a lot of helpful tips. But what I most
loved about the book is that I learned a lot about cognitive science in general, which will help me
in much more than language learning.  Lots of A-HA moments here!!! Highly recommended.”

Louise Henkeler, “Mehr verstehen über den Fremdsprachenerwerb. Bevor Sie Ratgeber zum
Fremdsprachenerwerb kaufen (und viele davon sind platt und für englischsprachige
Mutterspracher geschrieben), lesen Sie dieses Buch! Es erklärt aus Sicht der
Kognitionsforschung, was man tun kann, um auch als erwachsener Lerner eine Fremdsprache
zu erlernen und wie man das Gelernte besser behält. Ein hervorragendes Buch, das es verdient,
ins Deutsche übersetzt zu werden, damit es auch bei uns eine breitere Leserschaft erreicht. Wer
gut Englisch kann, wird mit dem Lesen kein Problem haben, da der wissenschaftliche
Hintergrund verständlich aufbereitet ist. Es machte mir großen Spaß, das Buch zu lesen.”

Euclid, “Good for adults who want to use their adult brains. There are several books out now on
becoming "fluent" in a language. The two others that I have read gave what struck me as good



advice. But "Becoming Fluent" gives an analysis that has actually changed my approach to
languages (I was already comfortable in two and read in several others for pleasure), or better
stated, makes me much more confident that the way I want to approach languages is sound. I
was subjected to system derived from behaviourism in learning Russian, not a language I
became comfortable in, but I confess that I did learn a lot and think that I could easily restore my
knowledge since I still know basic grammar and have a moderate vocabulary. But I did not enjoy
the method and did not make good use of my prior knowledge and skills: I am sure I could have
done much better.. "Becoming Fluent" has encouraged me to have more trust in my existing
knowledge and to to have more fun doing so.”

Scott Young, “Great science and practical insights for becoming fluent. Cognitive science and
practical experience merge seamlessly in this great introduction to learning a language well.The
authors dispel common myths about language learning and provide insights into how to improve
fluency. This is the perfect book for someone who has been learning a language for some time,
and wants insight into going to the next level. The balance of topics is a bit more on cognitive
science than on practical tips, but I think if you're aware of that going in, you'll really enjoy the
book.”

Avid reader, “very decent read on Adult learning. By far, the book makes a very interesting read
on cognition leading to adult language learning. I am yet to read the entire book but thus far the
book makes a strong case for itself to the ones interested in making sense of Adult learning.”

aman, “Nothing new. Nice for people starting to learn a language, some good tricks, but nothing
really new or groundbreaking, still a good read”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 65 people have provided feedback.
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